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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
In [2] we have given an explicit classification of Lie algebras of type E, over 
algebraic number fields, obtaining as a corollary that every exceptional Freu- 
denthal triple system (FTS) over such a field is reduced. These results are 
consequences of a major result in the arithmetic of algebraic groups, namely 
the Hasse principle for simply connected groups of type E, . In this short paper 
we indicate an alternative proof of these results which is elementary in nature, 
depending on the Hasse principle for quadratic forms and certain facts regarding 
Cayley (octave) algebras and exceptional central simple Jordan algebras. The 
proofs rest on a technical lemma (1.1) which forms the content of Section I. 
Section II is devoted to the proof that every exceptional FTS is reduced while 
Section III contains the main result on algebras of type E, (3.3). Throughout, 
we assume familiarity with Jordan algebras, FTS’s, and the related groups. 
Much of the necessary information is contained in Jacobson’s monograph [5]. 
I 
Throughout, k is an algebraic number field, K a quadratic extension of k with 
Galois group {I, s}. C is a split Cayley algebra over K with generic norm form 1~. 
T* is the transpose relative to n( , ) of T E End, c. 3 = H(Cs , 1) is the 
exceptional simple Jordan algebra of Hermitian 3 x 3 matrices with coefficients 
in C, N the generic norm form of 1, r,(l) (resp. I’,(r)) = (C(a) E End,(j) 
(rev. En&(J)) I C( ) - 0 o semilinear, N(xC(o)) = pN(x)” Vx E j; some p E K”j, 
where K” = K\(O). 
We define an equivalence relation on r,(J) by C(o) - D(U) if and only if 
there is A E KO, P E I’,(J) such that C(U) = hPfD(a)P, where t denotes transpose 
relative to the generic trace bilinear form T( , ). 
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LEMMA 1 .I. If C(s) E F,(i) is s-semilinear satisjying C(s) = ECU, p E K” 
then there is an s-semiautomorphism A(s) of J of order 2 such that C(s) N A(s). 
Proof. By the proof of the corollary to Theorem 3 of [3] it suffices to show 
there is y E 1, N(y) # 0 and p E K” such that 
YW = P(Y x Y) (1) 
for x defined as in [5, p. 801. The arguments preceding Lemma 3 of [3] show 
that it suffices to assume N(xC(s)) = N(x)“, C(s) = C(S)~, and C(s) = [l, T(s)] 
for some related triple T(s) = {Ti(s), Ta(s), Ta(s)} of s-semisimilitudes in I?. 
(For definition of [I, T(s)] see [3].) In particular e,C(s) = &e, , i = 1, 2, 3, 
TV., E K”, n(aT,(s)) = pLn(a)S Vu E C and T,(s)* = Ti(s). It follows easily that 
Ti(S)2 = pJ. 
The validity of the lemma rests on the assertion that either (i) there is 
z E Ke, + Ke, + Jz3 such that z x z = 0 and T(z, K(s)) = 1 or (ii) there is 
a pair {b, , b,} of isotropic vectors in C such that n(b, , b,) = 1 and b,T,(s) = 
yibi , y1 E K”, i = 1, 2. 
In the latter case, T,(s)~ = ~~1 implies yzyis = k while n(b,Tl(s), b,T,(s)) = 
pln(b, , b$ implies ylya = pi . Thus ya = yrs, and it is immediate that y = 
el + (4 + (2~~)-~ b& satisfies (1). 
In the former case, N(ei , z, e, X zC(s)) = +T(e, X (el X 2X?(s)), 2) = 
(l/12) T(zC(s), a) = (I/12) implies, by remarks preceding (5) of [3], that there 
is DE r,(j) such that e,D = z, e,D = e, , e,D = 2e, x zC(s), and N(xD) = 
N(x) Vx E 1. For C = Dt we have CX’(s)C: A -+ e, ; e2 -+ aez ; e3 -+ Be3 for 
LY, ,!I E K” since in general (U x V) Ct = UC x vC. We may thus assume that 
pi = 1 and, repeating the above analysis, assert that (ii) occurs, and hence the 
lemma holds, or that (i) occurs, in which case for z’ E Ke, + Ke, + Jz3 satisfying 
z’ x z’ = 0, T(z’, z’C(s)) = 1 we have y = e, + z’ + 2e, x z/C(s) satisfies 
(1). 
It remains to verify the above assertion. Consider first the action of T,(s) on C. 
If for every isotropic a E f? (a # 0, n(a) = 0), we have n(a, UT,(S)) = 0 it follows 
that for every pair (6, c} of isotropic vectors satisfying n(b, c) = 0,O = n(b + OLC, 
(b + OIC) T,(s)) = (orn(b + cT1(s))lfS Vor E K. Thus (Kb)l is T,(s)-invariant 
since (Kb)‘- is spanned by isotropic vectors (Witt index of n = 4 > 1). Since 
T,(s) is self-adjoint this implies Kb is 7’i( )- s invariant for every isotropic 6. 
Since T,(s) is not linear this leads to a contradiction since the Witt index is 
greater than 1. Thus we may assume there is b, E C isotropic such that 
n(b, , b,T,(s)) = /?r # 0. Setting b, = &‘b,T(s) we obtain a T,(s)-invariant 
hyperbolic plane Kb, @ Kb, C C. T,(s) self-adjoint implies (Kb, + Kb# is 
Z’,(s)-invariant. The restriction of n to this subspace is nondegenerate of Witt 
index 3. Repeating this argument twice more yields C = (Kb, @ Kb,) @‘- 
(Kb, @ Kb,) 0” (Kb, 0 Kb,) 0’ V, where each orthogonal summand re- 
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presents a two-dimensional Z’,(s)-invariant subspace, n(b, , bi+*) = 1, 6, 
isotropic, biTI = /3ibi+l , i = 1, 2, 3.SinceWittindexnis4, V = Kb,@Kb, 
for a unique hyperbolic pair {b, , 6,). Since V is T,(s)-invariant, either b,T,(s) E 
Kb, , beTI E Kb, , in which case we have (ii) of our assertion, or b,T,(s) = ,!I&, . 
Assume now b,T,(s) = Bzbi, i = I,..., 4, hence b,T,(s) = &?&ZJ,-, , 
i = IS,..., 8, pi E k”. Let u1 ,..., us be the basis of C utilized by Seligman [8]. 
Since (ul , u~+~} is a hyperbolic pair, i = I,..., 4, the mapping U,: b, + ui 
induces (perhaps after relabeling b, and bs) a proper orthogonal transformation 
of C. U, can thus be embedded in a related triple {U, , Us , U,} = U [6]. Since 
[I, Ult C(s)[l, U] is equivalent to C(s) we may assume without loss of generality 
that C(s) = [I, T(s)], where z+T,(s) = piui+4, i = I,..., 4. Utilizing the triality 
relationship between TI(s), Y’s(s), and Ta(s) [6] and the explicit multiplication 
table for {us} one verifies 
The K-span of {e2 , (~1)~s , (~~)~s , (~a)~~ , (~~)~s} is a five-dimensional 
k-subspace of J” consisting of vectors satisfying w x w = 0. Y(X) = T(x, xc(s)) 
defines a nondegenerate bilinear form by our above considerations. At every 
finite place p of k this form is universal [7], as it is for all complex places. At each 
real place, (2) implies that r assumes 1, hence Y assumes I over K by the Hasse 
principle. We thus have found ourselves in case (i) of the assertion as desired. 
Remark. T. A. Springer (unpublished) has proved Lemma 1.1 under weaker 
hypotheses, namely C not necessarily split, but with more powerful machinery, 
the Hasse principle for quaternionic skew-Hermitian forms. 
II 
An exceptional FTS M (see [4] for relevant definitions) is reduced if it admits 
a matrix realization M s M(J) = {(G E) ) (Y, /? E k, x, y E J}, J an exceptional 
central simple Jordan algebra over k. We have shown [4] that M is reduced if 
and only if it contains a pair { p, Q} of supplementary, strictly regular elements 
or, equivalently, if there is r E M with n(r) = 12b2, /I E k”. For each real place p 
of k, M, = M ol, k, , k, the completion of k at p, is reduced [4, Theorem 8.21. 
One verifies easily from the explicit form of 4 on M(J) [4, p. 3141 that there is 
re E M, such that QY,) < 0. Approximating {Y, 1 p real} sufficiently closely 
in M we find I E M such that q(r), < 0 for all real p. Thus K = k((q(r)/12)l/2) 
is a purely imaginary number field such that M Ok K is reduced. Since every 
exceptional simple Jordan algebra over K is reduced, and every Cayley algebra 
over a purely imaginary number field is split, we have proved 
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LEMMA 2.1. If M is an exceptional FTS over an algebraic number $eld k, there 
is a quadratic extension K of k such that M Ok K z M(y), p = H(c8 , I), C? split. 
The arguments of [4, sect. S] show that if M is as in Lemma 2.1, M not 
reduced, then il2 is the set of fixed points of a semilinear transformation 
F(s): (*, J - (lit) 
-yC(s)-1 
A-lp-h > for C(s) E rktP) 
satisfying C(S)~ 1 -C(s). In this case there is no y E J with N(y) # 0 satisfying 
(I) [4, Lemma 8. I]. This, however, contradicts Lemma 1.1. We thus have 
THEOREM 2.2. Every exceptional FTS de$ned over an algebraic number field 
is reduced. 
III 
If dp is a simple Lie algebra of type E, over k, there exists a finite Galois 
extension L of k with Galois group G such that Y;. = 64 Ok L is split. We may 
assume without loss of generality that 9 = (1 E Der M(J) 1 17(u) = I Vu E G}, 
where Der M(j) is the algebra of derivations of M(l), p is an exceptional simple 
Jordan over L, and (T --f q(u) is a “precocycle” [5, p. 581 of G into the group of 
semiautomorphisms of Der M(J). ~(a) has the form ~(a): 2 + R(a)-l R(u), 
R(u) E ~&WJN = {R(u) e En4 M(l) I R( u is a-semilinear, q(rR(u)) = Aq(r) ) 
Vr E M(J)} [5, p. 831. S ince u -+ ~(a) is a precocycle, R(u) R(T) = R(u7) pO,, , 
P,,~ E Lo, where {P~,~} is a 2-cocycle of G in L. The associative k-subalgebra dp* 
of End, M(j) generated by 9 is equivalent in the Brauer group to the crossed 
product algebra (L, G, p) [5, p. 841. Th is algebra is of exponent 1 or 2, and 
hence is equivalent to a quaternion algebra (possibly split) [l]. 
LEMMA 3.1. 9* split implies 9 = Der M, M an exceptional Freudenthat 
triple system dejined over k. 
Proof. The above remarks imply that if Z* is split we may assume, after 
suitable scaling, that R(u) R(7) = R(m) Vu, 7 E G. Thus u --+ R(u) defines 
a k-form M of the vector space M(J). From q(rR(u)) = cx,q(r)o VY E M(]) 
,follows (Q(u), r&(u)) = /.L,,(Y~ , ra)” ‘v’ri E M(I), /L,,~ = OL, [4, (7.3)]. 
P,,(Yl T y2Y7 = <@(4, ~2~(~7)) = (M(4 R(T), r,w W) = PoTP7<Yl 9 r2Y 
implies there is p ELO such that p0 = (p-1)“~ VU E G. The vector space M(J) 
with (rr , y2)’ = p-l<~~ , 2 Y ). (Y~Y~YJ’ = p-l(r,y,y,) is easily seen to be an 
exceptional FTS, M(J)(p), on which all R(u), u E G, act as semiautomorphisms. 
It follows that M admits a structure of FTS for which dp = Der M. 
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Remark. Lemma 3.1 is a reworking of [2, Corollary 3.21 in our representa- 
tional setting. 
LEMMA 3.2. If 9’ is of type ET over k, there is a quadratic extension K of k 
which splits 9. 
Proof. If Y* is split, let K be any purely imaginary, quadratic extension of k. 
If Z* is not split, Z* - 23, 23 a quaternion division algebra over k. Approxi- 
mating behavior at the real places of k, we find b in the orthogonal complement 
of kl (relative to the trace bilinear form) such that n(b), > 0 for every real 
place p. K = (--n(b))li2 splits Y* and is purely imaginary. Thus (ZK)* s 
(6p*)K is split, and hence gK g Der i@, fi an exceptional FTS over K. By 
Theorem 2.2, &’ is reduced and since K is purely imaginary i@ e M(J), j split, 
and hence ZK is split. 
Tits [9] has shown that if 8 is a quaternion algebra over k, J an exceptional 
central simple Jordan algebra over k, then -@I$ J) = J @ B,, + Der J, 
‘$3, the space of elements of trace zero, with suitably defined product is a Lie 
algebra of type E, . Jacobson [S, p. 871 h as characterized these algebras as the 
fixed point sets in Der M(l) un d er a semiautomorphism I--+ R(s)-l ZR(s), where 
where j = H(ca , I), t? split,’ and A( ) . s IS an s-semiautomorphism of j; J 
defined over K as in Section I. 
THEOREM 3.3. If 9 is of type E, over a number jield, 9 s 9(%, J), for 
some b, J. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 and the remarks beginning this section we may assume 
2 = (2 E Der M(J) 1 I = w(s)-1 la(s)} for J, s as in Section I, a(s) E r,(M(l)) 
By [5, Proposition 181 and the above remarks, it suffices to show that there 
exists Q E r,(M(J)), y E K”, such that rQ-l&s)Q has form (3). 
Since 1+ a(s)-l ZR(s) has order 2, a(~)~ = pi , p1 E k. From (r,i?(s), r&s)) = 
p(r, , r2js we derive pr2 = pps; hence &p = X-lhs for some X E K”. Setting 
we have that Q;‘a(s) Qi = B(s) satisfies &s)~ = p$, R(s) = B(s)‘, ’ denoting 
transpose relative to ( , j. 
We claim that there is strictly regular Y E M(y) with (v, rff(s)) # 0. Otherwise 
( 
a 
c, = 
a-‘(c x c) 
a E KO, 
C > a-W(c) ’ 
c E J,, N(c) # 0, 
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is strictly regular and thus satisfies 0 = (c, , c&s)). Explicit evaluation of 
the right-hand side yields a rational expression in 01 and 01~ which, upon restriction 
of 01 to k and multiplication by a3 becomes a polynomial of degree <4 in K[x] 
which vanishes for every a E K, and hence is identically zero. The coefficients of 
this polynomial are functions of c which vanish on the set of c E J” with N(c) f 0. 
Substitution for c of suitable elements of j leads to a contradiction. We omit 
the rather tedious calculations. 
Picking strictly regular u E M(j) with (u, u&s)> = y # 0, we have a supple- 
mentary pair of strictly regular elements {u, ZI}, z, = r-Q&(s). Coordinatizing 
relative to this pair [4, sect. 51 we may assume Z?(s) permutes (to scalar multiples) 
the diagonal entries; hence [4, 7.51 
satisfying N(xC(s)) = pN(x)” Vx E j. Since B(s)” = ~~1, C(s) satisfies the 
conditions of Lemma 1. I so there is v E K”, C E r,(J) such that C C(s) Ct = 
A(s)v, A(s) an s-semiautomorphism of j of order 2. If N(xC) = ~.JV(S) Vx E j, 
[4, (15)l and 
= ( A2v3p” 
v-lyA(s) 
I&A(s) y-3~-liys 1 
(since N(xCC(s)C?) = N(xA(s)v) implies pzspp2 = 3) 
= V-Yh-l ($~!&) ( 
W2) YAW 
&- 1 . 
Thus v~AQ~R(s) Q;’ is of form (3) as desired and the theorem is proved. 
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